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Figure 1: Global Interface - Control Command and Graph Visualization (A), Timeline Plot(B), Dendrogram (C).
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I NTRODUCTION

Large networks are difficult to monitor due to the quantity and
heterogeneity of security-related information that is collected. Current automated tools are generally accepted as imperfect and security
analysts benefit from visualization tools that provide an overall view
of the information system (through relations between events gathered from various sources and sensors) and emphasize abnormal
activities. These tools help them increase their situational awareness.
A natural way to display relations between events is to use graph
representations. For example, Percival [1] proposes to the analyst to
correlate events by representing attack graphs. In a previous work,
we used a graph to connect system objects that appear as attributes
of events [2]. We proposed a clustering method to cope with the
large volume of data. Given the lack of representative and labelled
data set, we relied on unsupervised machine learning algorithm to
build our clusters. One of the known limitations of unsupervised

learning is the difficulty to understand its results. In this paper, we
propose a dendrograms representation to help the security analyst
define the criteria useful to aggregate events. The analyst handles the
dendrograms manually as he or she knows contextual information
that would be most often difficult or even impossible to model for
an automatic treatment. The resulting dendrograms drives the graph
clustering method.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the
design and implementation and Section 3 presents conclusion and
future work.
2 D ESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We designed and implemented a web application to explore securityrelated data. It follows the principle of Baldonado et al. [3] which
states that multiple views can help users understand relationships
among different data sets with multiple attributes.
Our tool is made of two views. The 3D-graph view comes from
our previous work [2]. Each object (e.g., a given IP address, a given
port number) that appears in the log entries is represented by a node
in the graph. If two objects appear in the same log entry, the two

Figure 2: The complete 3D-graph before aggregation.
Figure 4: One macro-node represented in the graph view.

corresponding nodes are linked by an edge. An example of graph
representation is depicted in Figure 2.

node allow the analyst to determine, among the neighbors of the
node, those that can be usefully grouped together. Clicking on the
dendrogram’s node creates a macro-node on the 3D-graph view (see
Figure 4). This is therefore a mean to cluster the 3D-graph through
human analysis that would be hard to perform automatically because
it requires contextual knowledge that only analysts have.
3 C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We proposed a tool to group what likely corresponds to normal
behavior. As a result, remaining nodes in the 3D-graph that have not
been grouped using with the dendrogram view require an additional
investigation by the analyst.
The prototype of this tool highlights potential for further improvements:
• While an intuitive first approach is to select nodes with high
degree as they have the greatest potential for aggregation, other
approaches should be explored that may improve the relevance
of the dendrograms and accelerate the aggregation of objects.
• A test of our tool by security analyst will help us validating its
added-value compared to other tools, and will help us improve
its global design.
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Figure 3: The dendrogram build on the objects with the highest degree:
the top branch groups all network connections linked to a network scan
whereas the bottom branch groups unrelated network connection.
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